
Generalità e requisiti
(G.L. Pappagallo)





through a

Common Comparator



Similarity Assumption
trials must be comparable on effect modifiers

to obtain an unbiased pooled estimate.





Quando

le evidenze dirette

sono costituite

da più trials…



Homogeneity
Assumption

there must be
no relevant heterogeneity
between trial results in
pairwise comparisons





Commonly applied methods

• Bucher

- IPD not required

- treatment effects calculated for each trial separately

- within study randomization preserved

• Population-adjusted indirect comparison (MAIC)

- IPD required for at least 1 trial

- to match the IPD to the AgD of the other trial

• Network Meta-Analysis (NMA)

- comparing interventions simultaneously in a single analysis 

by combining both direct and indirect evidence across a 

network of studies.
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Consistency Assumption
there must be no relevant discrepancy 
between direct and indirect evidence



Indirect Treatment
Comparison (Bucher)

(M. Cinquini)



The best?

No head-to-head 
comparison







Population:
✓ previously untreated
✓ any age and race
✓ histologically proven NSCLC harbouring 

activating EGFR-mutation
Intervention:
✓ EGFR-TKIs (Erlotinib, Gefitinib, 

Afatinib)
Comparison:
✓ Platinum-based chemotherapy



Outcomes:
✓ PFS (whenever possible independently 

reviewed data)
✓ PFS in exon 19 deletion
✓ PFS in L858R mutation
✓ OS
✓ ORR (complete and/or partial and/or 

stable)
✓ Treatment related toxic events



Search strategy

PubMed, Cancer-Lit, Embase-databases and Cochrane-Library were searched for
RCTs up to June 2014 with no language or publication status restrictions. Search
terms were “TKI” [Substance Name] and “Carcinoma, NSCLC”[Substance Name].
The proceedings of the 2008–2014 conferences of the American Society of
Clinical Oncology(ASCO), European Society of Medical Oncology (ESMO)and
International Association for the Study of Lung Cancer (IASLC), World
Conference of Lung Cancer were also searched for relevant abstracts. Any
unpublished RCTs were considered for inclusion.





Basic assumptions underlying indirect comparisons include: 
✓ homogeneity assumption for standard meta-analysis, 

✓ similarity assumption for adjusted indirect comparison and 

✓ consistency assumption for the combination of direct and indirect evidence. It is 
essential to fully understand and appreciate these basic assumptions in order to 
use adjusted indirect and mixed treatment comparisons appropriately.

Indirect Comparisons

What is indirect comparison? Fujian Song BMed MMed PhD Reader in Research Synthesis, Faculty of Health, University of East Anglia 
www.whatisseries.co.uk http://www.medicine.ox.ac.uk/bandolier/painres/download/whatis/What_is_ind_comp.pdf

http://www.whatisseries.co.uk/


HOMOGENEITY ASSUMPTION

• When multiple trials are available for a given comparison, the 
results from multiple trials can be pooled in meta-analyses before 
an adjusted indirect comparison is conducted.

• For a meta-analysis to be valid, it is commonly established that 
results from different trials should be sufficiently homogeneous 
from a clinical and statistical perspective.

• This is usually demonstrated by a 2-tailed p value for 
homogeneity at Pearson chi-squared test or Cochran Q test > 0.10 
and a I2 (inconsistency) < 50%.

• When homogeneity is unlikely (e.g. I2>50%) than heterogeneity 
and inconsistency are likely.

Song, What is …? 2009; Higgins et al, BMJ  2003



Data synthesis:

✓ HR for OS and PFS

✓ RR for the Others



OS



PFS





Skin reactions

Diarrhea

Hypertransaminasemia



SIMILARITY (TRANSITIVITY) ASSUMPTION

• For an adjusted indirect comparison (A vs B) to be valid, a 
similarity assumption is required in terms of moderators of 
relative treatment effect.

• That is, patients included should be sufficiently similar in the two 
sets of control arms (C1 from the trial comparing A vs C1, and C2, 
from the trial comparing B vs C2).

• This is crucial as only a large theoretical overlap between patients 
enrolled in C1 and C2 enables the relative effect estimated by 
trials of A versus C1 to be generalizable to patients in trials of B 
versus C1, and the relative effect estimated by trials of B versus C2

to be generalizable to patients in trials of A versus C2.

Song, What is …? 2009



through a

Common Comparator

















Study

FIRST-SIGNAL Cisplatin 75 mg/m2 day 1&8
Gemcitabine 1,250 mg/m2 day 1

i.v. every 3 weeks
Max 9 cycles

IPASS Carboplatin (AUC 5.0/6.0) 
mg/millimeter per minutes
Paclitaxel 200mg/m2 day 1

i.v. every 3 weeks up to 6 weeks

NEJG002 Carboplatin(AUC 6.0)mgmm
Paclitaxel 200mg/m2 day 1

i.v. 3 cycles

WJTOG3405 Cisplatin 80 mg/m2 Docetaxel 
60mg/m2

i.v. every 3 weeks up to 6 weeks

EURTAC Cisplatin 75 mg/m2 or Carbo 
Docetaxel 75mg/m2 day 1 or
Gemcitabine 1250 day 1&8

OPTIMAL Carboplatin(AUC 5.0)mgmm 
Gemcitabine 1000 mg/m2 day 
1&8

i.v. 4 cycles

TORCH Cisplatin 80 mg/m2 day 1
Gemcitabine 1,200 mg/m2

i.v. every 3 weeks up to 6 weeks

LUX-LUNG III Cisplatin 75 mg/m2 Pemetrexed 
500mg/m2

i.v. 6 cycles

LUX-LUNG VI Cisplatin 75 mg/m2 Gemcitabine 
1000 mg/m2 day 1&8

i.v. Up to 6 cycles



So, who’s the best?



COMPUTATIONS

• The log relative risk of the adjusted indirect comparison of A and 
B (lnRRA vs B) can be estimated by: 

ln RRA vs B = ln RRA vs C1 – ln RRB vs C2

• and its standard error is:

SE ( ln RRA vs B) = 

 [ SE ( ln RRA vs C1)2 + SE ( ln RRB vs C2)2]

• Similar computations can be envisioned for odds ratio, absolute 
risk reductions, weighted mean differences, and standardized 
mean differences. 

Higgins et al, BMJ  2003; Song, What is …? 2009; 

http://www.metcardio.org/macros/IMT.xls





TAKE HOME MESSAGES

• Adjusted indirect comparison meta-analysis represents a simple 
yet robust tool to make statistical and clinical inference despite 
the lack of conclusive evidence from head-to-head randomized 
clinical trials.

• Despite being not at the uppermost level of the hierarchy of 
evidence based medicine, it can often provide results equivalent 
to those of subsequent direct comparisons.



Population-Adjusted
Indirect Comparison 

(G.L. Pappagallo)





Population-adjusted Indirect Comparisons

• Population-adjusted Indirect Comparisons use patient-level data from a trial of a given 

treatment (referred to as the index trial) to derive a comparison of outcomes with competing

treatments, based on published information from similarly designed studies, after adjusting for

differences in the characteristics of the populations.

• in other words: individual patient data (IPD) in one or more trials are used to adjust for 

between-trial differences in the distribution of variables that influence outcome

• “anchored” indirect comparison (common comparator arm in each trial) Vs “unanchored” 

indirect comparison (disconnected treatment network or single-arm studies)

- an unanchored comparison assumes that all effect modifiers and prognostic factors are 

accounted for

• unanchored methods for population adjustment are problematic and should not be used when 

anchored methods can be applied

https://www.nicedsu.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Population-adjustment-TSD-FINAL.pdf.
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Population-adjusted Indirect Comparisons



Matching-adjusted indirect comparison (MAIC)

- needs IPD for at least 1 trial, because

 the aim is to match the IPD to the AgD

 of the other trial

- the matching procedure selects a weight for each patient to reach

similarity in the summary measures of the baseline 

characteristics of the IPD and AgD trial and follows the idea of

propensity score matching 

- the odds between being a patient in trial AB Vs trial CB provides 

the weights for balancing the populations





MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS

Independent variables

X1. food
X2. water temperature
X3. socialization

Dependent variable

Penguin mood



Variabili indipendenti:
Fattori basali tali

da influenzare
la proposta
terapeutica

Variabile dipendente:

Trattamento assegnato

Propensity Score adjustment

All measured baseline covariates, all 

baseline covariates that are associated

with treatment assignment, all co-

variates that affect the outcome (i.e., 

the potential confounders), and all

covariates that affect both treatment

assignment and the outcome (i.e., the 

true confounders).













• MAICs and STCs  use patient-level data from a trial of a given treatment (referred to as the 

index trial) to derive a comparison of outcomes with competing treatments, based on published 

information from similarly designed studies, after adjusting for differences in the characteristics 

of the populations.

• in other words: individual patient data (IPD) in one or more trials are used to adjust for 

between-trial differences in the distribution of variables that influence outcome

• “anchored” indirect comparison (common comparator arm in each trial) Vs “unanchored” 

indirect comparison (disconnected treatment network or single-arm studies)

-  an unanchored MAIC or STC assumes that all effect modifiers

    and prognostic factors are accounted for

• unanchored methods for population adjustment are problematic

    and should not be used when anchored methods can be applied

https://www.nicedsu.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Population-adjustment-TSD-FINAL.pdf.

Population-adjusted Indirect Comparisons



Future Oncol. 2024 Feb 28. doi: 10.2217/fon-2023-0995. Epub ahead of print. PMID: 38415370





Inverse probability of treatment weighting 
(IPTW) can be used to adjust for confounding in 
observational studies. 
IPTW uses the propensity score to balance 
baseline patient characteristics in the exposed 
and unexposed groups by weighting each 
individual in the analysis by the inverse 
probability of receiving his/her actual exposure.

The propensity score gives the probability of an 
individual being exposed (i.e. assigned to the 
intervention or risk factor) given their baseline 
characteristics. 
The aim of the propensity score in observational 
research is to control for measured confounders by 
achieving balance in characteristics between 
exposed and unexposed groups.

Future Oncol. 2024 Feb 28. doi: 10.2217/fon-2023-0995. Epub ahead of print. PMID: 38415370
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• probability of High-Risk (red figures) in treatment 

arm: 25%

• inverse probability weight of High-Risk in treatment 

arm: 1/0.25 = 4 

• inverse probability weight of High-Risk in control 

arm: 1/(1-0.25) = 1.33 

• probability of Low-Risk (grey figures) in treatment 

arm: 75%

• inverse probability weight of Low-Risk in treatment 

arm: 1/0.75 = 1.33 

• inverse probability weight of Low-Risk in control 

arm: 1/(1-0.75) = 4 

After applying the inverse probability weights to create 

a weighted pseudopopulation, the High-Risk 

characteristic is equally distributed across treatment 

groups (50% in each group).

control treatment 
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Population-adjusted Indirect Comparisons



Network Meta-Analysis
(NMA)

(M. Cinquini)



69

Network Meta-Analysis
(Multiple Treatments Meta-Analysis, Mixed Treatment Comparisons) 

• Combine direct + indirect estimates of multiple treatment effects

• Internally consistent set of estimates that respects randomization

• Estimate effect of each intervention relative to every other 

whether or not there is direct comparison in studies

• Calculate probability that each treatment is most effective

• Compared to conventional pair-wise meta-analysis:

• Greater precision in summary estimates 

• Ranking of treatments according to effectiveness



Indirect Comparisons of Multiple 
Treatments – Network Meta-Analysis

Trial

1 A B

2 A B

3 B C

4 B C

5 A C

6 A C

7 A B C

• Want to compare A vs. B

Direct evidence from trials 1, 2 and 7

Indirect evidence from trials 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7

• Combining all “A” arms and

comparing with all “B” arms destroys

randomization

• Use indirect evidence of A vs. C and

B vs. C comparisons as additional

evidence to preserve randomization

and within-study comparison



Basic assumptions underlying indirect comparisons include: 
✓ homogeneity assumption for standard meta-analysis, 

✓ similarity assumption for adjusted indirect comparison and 

✓ consistency assumption for the combination of direct and indirect 
evidence. It is essential to fully understand and appreciate these basic 
assumptions in order to use adjusted indirect and mixed treatment 
comparisons appropriately.

Indirect Comparisons

What is indirect comparison? Fujian Song BMed MMed PhD Reader in Research Synthesis, Faculty of Health, University of East Anglia 
www.whatisseries.co.uk http://www.medicine.ox.ac.uk/bandolier/painres/download/whatis/What_is_ind_comp.pdf

http://www.whatisseries.co.uk/


CONSISTENCY ASSUMPTION

• When both direct and indirect evidence is available, an 
assumption of evidence consistency is required to quantitatively 
combine the direct and indirect estimates.

• It is important to investigate possible causes of discrepancy 
between the direct and indirect evidence, such as the play of 
chance, invalid indirect comparison, bias in head-to-head 
comparative trials, and clinically meaningful heterogeneity

• When the direct comparison differs from the adjusted indirect 
comparison, we should usually give more credibility to evidence 
from head-to-head comparative trials. However, evidence from 
direct comparative trials may not always be valid.

Song, What is …? 2009; Song et al, J Clin Epidemiol 2008



Consistency Assumption
there must be no relevant discrepancy 
between direct and indirect evidence















Step 1: generating network geometry
Step 2: testing for inconsistency

Step 3: creating plots and league table of effect size by 

treatment

LS

OR

LI

SE

NB

GB

SG

RYGBP

GBP

Step 4: determining relative rankings of treatment



Presenting the data















Presenting the results
measures of effect













Presenting the results
ranking



• Using probability of being the best 

• Using probabilities of being at each 
possible rank 

• Using SUCRAS 















Copyright © 2014 The Cochrane Collaboration. Published by JohnWiley & Sons, Ltd.





Assessment of clinical and methodological
heterogeneity within treatment comparisons
To evaluate the presence of clinical heterogeneity, we generated
descriptive statistics for the population characteristics across all 
eligible
studies that compared each pair of interventions.We assessed
the presence of clinical heterogeneity within pairwise comparisons
by comparing these characteristics.



Assessment of similarity (transitivity) across treatment comparisons
Evaluation of the assumption is important and its plausibility determines the validity of
the network meta-analysis results.
We inferred about the assumption of transitivity:
1. We assessed whether the included interventions were similar when they were
evaluated in studies with different designs, for example, whether ESAs are administered
the same way in studies comparing ESAs to placebo and in those comparing ESAs to 
other ESAs
2. We compared the distribution of the potential effect modifiers (age, stage of CKD,
duration of treatment) across the different pairwise comparisons.



The inconsistency factor is the absolute difference in the log odds ratio 
estimated from indirect and direct treatment comparisons
and is reported together with the 95% confidence interval. A 95% confidence 
interval that includes zero indicates that the result is
compatible with zero inconsistency between effect estimates using indirect 
(networkmeta-analysis) and direct (conventional pairwise
meta-analysis) treatment comparisons.

Transfusion

Epoetin alfa - epoetin beta - placebo – no treatment 2.09 0.00-6.91

Epoetin alfa - darbepoetin alfa - placebo 1.97 0.00-4.20

Epoetin beta - darbepoetin alfa – methoxy polyethylene 
glycol-epoetin beta - placebo

1.26 0.00-3.39









La valutazione della
certezza delle prove

(M. Cinquini)



Salanti G. et al. Plos One 2014; 9: e99682

The main consideration for study limitations in a network meta-analysis is to ensure
that the relative contributions of different sources of direct evidence (which may have
different study limitations) are accounted for appropriately



Determinants of certainty in a body of evidence 
GRADE

• A body of evidence starts as: high | 

• 5 factors that can lower quality

1. Risk of bias criteria

2. Inconsistency (or heterogeneity)

3. Indirectness (PICO and applicability)

4. Imprecision

5. Publication bias















Sintesi percorso per valutare certezza evidenza NMA

Se c’è solo evidenza diretta

1. Valutare certezza evidenza diretta ( dalle MA pairwise per tutti i domini tranne imprecision)

2. Valutare imprecisione della stima NMA , non pairwise (Il contributo della evidenza che deriva da tutto il network 

può comunque aumentare la precisione della stima. Questa è una delle ragioni per cui si fa una NMA)

   Approccio non contestualizzato: si abbassa per imprecisione se i CI crossano la linea di non       effetto

Approccio parzialmente contestualizzato : gli autori della RS devono stabilire a priori le soglie per effetto trivial, 

piccolo, modesto, grande. Si contano il numero di soglie che vengono attraversate dai CI; 

se crossano una soglia si abbassa di un livello, 

se crossano due soglie si abbassa di due livelli

se crossano 3 o + soglie si abbassa di 3 livelli







• Se c’è solo evidenza indiretta

Si considerano solo le due comparison del primo loop ( se sono interessato ad B vs C, considero le pairwise di A vs B e di A vs C

Si valuta certainty delle due comparison (pairwise) indirette del primo loop per tutte le dimensioni tranne imprecision. 

Si considera la certezza più bassa tra le due

Si valuta imprecisione della stima della NMA come sopra

• Se c’è evidenza mista 

Devo vedere quale delle due certezze contribuisce di più alla stima network 

• Se una stima (diretta o indiretta) contribuisce di più alla stima network

Valuto la certezza per tutte le dimensioni tranne imprecision della evidenza che contribuisce di più seguendo gli approcci descritti sopra

Si valuta imprecisione della stima della NMA come sopra

•  Se le due stime contribuiscono in egual misura 

devo vedere se sono coerenti

•  se sono coerenti: 

valuto certezza di entrambe per tutte le dimensioni tranne imprecisione 

considero quella con certezza più alta

Si valuta imprecisione della stima della NMA come sopra

• Se non sono coerenti 

Procedo come sopra ma abbasso ulteriormente per incoherence



NMA-SoF table example 2
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